Pre- ICDRA Exhibition Guide

Invitation to Exhibit at PRE- ICDRA 3-4 September 2018
The HPRA is honoured to have been selected by the World Health Organization (WHO) to
host delegates from each of the WHO Member States to participate in one of the largest
global gatherings for medical products regulation – the International Conference of Drug
Regulatory Authorities (ICDRA).
Held every two years, ICDRA will bring together regulators from more than 70 countries as
well as stakeholders across industry other public health representatives to a world class
networking platform.
The first two days of the conference, Pre-ICDRA, are open to industry and regulators. With
over 500 delegates expected each day, Pre - ICDRA 2018 provides an excellent opportunity
to build connections and to promote active dialogue focused on ensuring the delivery of
safe and effective medical products to patients.
The theme for ICDRA 2018 is: “Safety surveillance - A life-cycle approach to promoting
safety of medical products”. Under this theme, some of the key areas to be addressed
include: medicines safety; regulatory preparedness for emergencies; access to medicines
and substandard and falsified products.
Exhibitors are invited to join us at Pre-ICDRA at the conference venue, the Clayton Hotel,
Burlington Road from 3-4 September 2018. Organisations and companies specialising in all
aspects of health product research, development and manufacturing, as well as safety
monitoring activities are encouraged to participate in the exhibition.
Ireland and the HPRA are delighted and honoured to be host of this important conference
and I hope that you and your colleagues can join us in
I look forward to welcoming you to Dublin in September 2018.
Yours sincerely,

______________________
Lorraine Nolan
Chief Executive,
Health Products Regulatory Authority

Why exhibit at Pre-ICDRA 2018?
SHOWCASE IRELAND’S PHARMACEUTICAL AND LIFE SCIENCE INDUSTRY
Ireland has a heritage steeped in science, medical innovation and regulatory excellence and is
a global centre for pharmaceutical manufacturing and the bioprocessing industry. Nine of the
top ten global pharmaceutical companies have a presence in Ireland and are actively
contributing to Ireland’s role as the EU’s largest net exporter of pharmaceuticals.
Underpinning the success of the industry is Ireland’s strong regulatory compliance track record
and the availability of skilled pharmaceutical professionals. Over 75 international
pharmaceutical companies operate in Ireland as well as 13 of the world’s top 15 medical
device companies. These industries have helped build Ireland’s innovation-driven culture
which is now firmly on the global map in terms of excellence in research.

LARGEST GLOBAL GATHERING OF REGULATORS IN ONE LOCATION
The importance of international co-operation and harmonisation is central to the HPRA's
regulatory approach. As such, we welcome regulators from around the world and industry to
join us in discussing key regulatory issues focused around “Smart Safety Surveillance”. PreICDRA will provide a unique opportunity to hear the challenges and solutions from all corners
of the globe.

PRE-ICDRA2018 KEY AREAS OF INTEREST
Under the theme for ICDRA 2018 “Smart Safety Surveillance – A life-cycle approach to
promoting safety of medical products” some of the key areas to be addressed include:
 medicines safety
 regulatory preparedness for emergencies
 access to medicines
 substandard and falsified products

Who should exhibit at Pre-ICDRA 2018?
Pre-ICDRA exhibition space is open to all companies and organisations specialising in aspects of:








Pharmaceutical research and development
Manufacturing of medicines and medical devices
Distribution and wholesaling of medical products
Medical product safety monitoring
Clinical trials
Public health

International Conference of Drug Regulatory Authorities (ICDRA)
INFORMATION SHEET
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ICDRA HISTORY

ICDRA was founded in 1980 by the World Health Organisation (WHO). Every two years ICDRA
brings together regulatory authorities from WHO Member States, as well as leading
stakeholders from around the world, with the goal of harmonising regulatory approaches to
improve the quality, safety and efficacy of medicinal products. The opportunity to host the
conference is rotated around the continents, with previous hosts including South Africa (2016)
and Brazil (2014). The Health Products Regulatory Authority/Ireland won the bid to host the
conference in 2018.
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WHAT IS ICDRA?

ICDRA is the largest global gathering of health product regulators which aims to:
 Identify gaps in the current regulatory systems
 Determine priorities for action in the regulation of medicines and medical devices
 Provide a key platform for regulatory support and for sharing best practice across the
globe, in particular to low and middle income countries
 Foster the expansion of harmonised strategies to confront regulatory challenges
 Promote global cooperation to realise the opportunities available to improve
regulation
 Ensure valuable engagement with regulatory stakeholders
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WHAT IS THE THEME FOR ICDRA 2018?

The theme of the conference is “Smart Safety surveillance – A life-cycle approach to promoting
safety of medical products”
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WHAT IS THE PROGRAMME FOR THE 18TH ICDRA 2018?

ICDRA is a week-long conference, divided into two parts. The first two days, Pre- ICDRA (3-4
September), is open to regulators and industry as well as other representatives across
academia, government organisations etc. The second part of the week, ICDRA (5-7 September)
is restricted to official regulators from WHO member states. Delegates participate in an event
programme designed to evoke ideas and discussion on the current key priorities in the
healthcare product regulatory environment.
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WHAT ARE THE ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES OF ICDRA?

Following presentations and discussions throughout the week, recommendations are
proposed for action among regulatory authorities, the WHO and related institutions. The WHO
then uses these recommendations to prepare a road map to improve regulatory capacity
during the intervening two years before the next conference.

Event Programme
Pre-ICDRA 3-4 September 2018 (open)
Monday
September 3

Tuesday
September 4

08:00-09:00

Registration

09:00-10:30

Plenary 1:
Smart Safety Surveillance – a shared
responsibility: moderated panel
discussion

Workshop 5:
Enabling access to
innovative medical
products in resourcelimited settings

Workshop 6:
Changing procurement
models: maintaining safety
and quality of medical
products

Plenary 2:
Regulatory collaboration,
convergence and harmonization:
“transfer” of regulatory information

Workshop 7:
Local production of
medical products:
regulators’ role

Workshop 8:
Regulation of advanced
therapies

Workshop 1:
Regulatory
preparedness for
public health
emergencies

Workshop 9:
Progress in regulation of
medical devices
(including IVDs)

Workshop 10:
Regulation of biosimilars

Coffee
11:00-12:30

Lunch
14:00-15:30

Workshop 2:
Certification of
Pharmaceutical
Products: is it
still “fit for
purpose” in a
modern
environment?

Coffee
16:00-17:30

18:00-20:00

Workshop 3:
Workshop 4:
Global
Risk-based
Benchmarking of inspections:
Regulatory
potential for
Systems: from
work-sharing
individual
countries to
networks
Pre-ICDRA Welcome Reception

Plenary 3:
Partnerships to enhance better regulatory outcome

ICDRA Welcome Reception

ICDRA 5-7 September 2018 (regulators only)
Wednesday
September 5

Thursday
September 6

Friday
September 7

Plenary 4:
WHO strategic approaches to
improving access to safe medical
products

Plenary 5:
Safety of medical products
throughout the product life cycle:
moderated panel discussion

Workshop 1:
Benchmarking of
Regulatory
Systems:
towards mature
regulatory
systems

Workshop 7:
Harmonization,
work-sharing and
reliance in
pharmacovigilance

08:00-09:00 Registration
09:00-10:30 Plenary 1:
Opening Ceremony:
- WHO HQ
- Key note speaker
- WHO EURO
Coffee
11:00-12:30 Plenary 2:
th

17 ICDRA
recommendations:
how well are we
doing?

Lunch

Workshop 2:
Regional
regulatory
networks:
progress and
challenges

Workshop 8:
Promoting
medical
products
safety: supply
chain integrity

12:30-13:15

12.30-14:00

12.30-14:00

12.30-14:00

13:15 – 14:45

14:00 - 15:30

14:00 - 15:30

14:00 - 15:30

Workshop 3:
Safety of blood
and blood
products

Workshop 4:
Regulators role
in containing
antimicrobial
resistance

Break-out session:
Consolidation of pre-ICDRA and
ICDRA recommendations

Workshop 5:
Regulation of
clinical trials:
focus on patient
safety

Workshop 6:
Does facilitated
registration
accelerate
access?

Plenary 3:
Future direction of
WHO
Prequalification
Programme:
moderated panel
discussion
City tours
16:00-17:30 Starting at 14:45

Group 1

Group 2

Coffee

18:00-20:00

Gala Dinner

Plenary 6:
th

18 ICDRA recommendations
(reporting back from the break-out
session)
Closing

KEY DATES

Pre – ICDRA exhibition schedule

Monday 3 September 8:00 – 17:00
Tuesday 4 September 8:00 – 17:00

Construction/mounting of exhibition booths

Sunday 2nd September 10:00 – 17:00

Deconstruction/unmounting of exhibition booths Tuesday 4th September 17:00 – 19:00

LOCATION
Venue:

Clayton Hotel, Burlington Road, Donnybrook,
Dublin 4

Entrance:

via main door on Burlington Road

Deliveries to venue:

contact icdra@hpra.ie

EXHIBITION PACKAGE
Description

Size

Cost

Exhibition Booth Package:

3m x 3m

€700










2x Spotlights
1x Double Electrical Socket
Company Logo
1 6ft/1.8m table
2 Chairs
Up to three exhibit booth personnel registrations
(including refreshment breaks and lunches)
2x Exhibitor passes to manage the stand

Payment required upon booking.
Exhibitors are advised to bring their organisation pop ups and posters to the venue.
Note: limited booths available, exhibition space will be allocated on a first come basis.

CONTACT
For exhibition booth enquires please contact icdra@hpra.ie
Further information on Pre ICDRA and ICDRA 2018 can be found on the event website: www.icdra2018.ie.

Exhibition Safety Arrangements and Guidelines
Clayton Hotel, Burlington Road
The hotel has recently undergone a €16 million refurbishment program and it is imperative
that contractors working at the property treat the property with respect and care at all
times. The Clayton Hotel is committed to ensure safety compliance and ask for your
cooperation to ensure safety is maintained throughout the exhibition timeframe.
Security
1. Clayton Hotel Burlington Road does not accept liability for loss or damage for any
item of equipment, furniture or other property brought onto the premises.
2. Production/exhibition employees must wear appropriate dress
Electricity
1. Where temporary electrical services are required, the installation must comply
with any current Electrical Regulations.
2. The use of generators is not permitted unless previously agreed with the hotel.
3. No live working electrical systems may be undertaken.
4. Trailing cables must not obstruct access or escape routes – safety matts/cables to
be provided.
5. The hotels electricity circuits are protected by circuit breakers, which may activate
if electrical equipment is faulty.
6. Under no circumstances is it permitted to cover or touch emergency lighting.
Deliveries, Storage & Waste
1. The hotel will provide the client with a sample delivery label that needs to be
attached to all deliveries.
2. The hotel reserves the right not to accept deliveries if the full information is not
provided on the delivery.
3. The hotel will only accept deliveries a maximum of 2 days prior to the start date of
the event.
4. The hotel, subject to availability, agrees to hold certain packages left in the hotel
after your departure of the hotel. Any packages left in the hotel without prior
agreement will not be held by the hotel and may be disposed of.
5. Any packages left in the hotel must be collected within 24 hours of your event. All
packages must have a full return address and contact details attached. Please note
that packages without these details cannot be given out to any couriers.
6. All packages belonging to the client or their delegates/ exhibitors remain the
responsibility of the client at all times.
7. The hotel does not take responsibility for the collection, storage or delivery of any
items.

8. All storage and flight cases must be out of sight of guest views and stored in
designated areas confirmed by the Conference & Banqueting Manager.
9. Waste must be disposed of with a Duty of Care in compliance with any
Environmental Regulations. Any waste left behind may be chargeable for clearing.
10. Dimensions of main load-in doors: Max height is 2.5m, max width is 2.3m.
Safety Code of Practise:
1. Vehicles must not obstruct any Emergency Exit, Emergency Parking Areas or Fire
Lanes.
2. Carry out all tasks with due care and attention to Health and Safety of guests, staff
and general public.
3. Comply with all No Smoking and hazard/warning signs, smoking is not permitted at
delivery or load in doors into the property.
4. You must evacuate the building when the fire bells rings continuously and go to the
assembly point. You can only re-enter the building when authorised to do so.
5. Power tools must not exceed 110 volts. All electrical equipment must comply with
statutory testing requirements. Operators must be trained and competent in the
use of this equipment.
6. All ladders must be in good working order and suitable for the task. Please note
that the hotel does not provide ladders.
7. Cable management and the elimination of trip hazards from cables runs is the
responsibility of the contractor. Cable must be covered immediately once they are
laid.
8. The use of adhesive tape on air walls, walls or wallpaper is not permitted.
9. Fire door and appliances must be left in perfect working order.
10. No obstructions to corridors, stairs and fore escapes are permitted.
11. Potential heat source near smoke or heat detectors must be identified in advance
to Management.
12. All new equipment installed on site must be operated and explained to the
Conference & Banqueting Manager, to ensure it is in safe working order.
13. All equipment, tools, materials etc. must be left secured when unattended to
prevent unauthorised access or use.
14. Waste materials must be removed from site and work area left tidy each day.
15. All hazards must be reported to the Conference and Banqueting Manager.
16. Report any accident to Duty Manager immediately.

Ireland and the HPRA look forward to welcoming
you to ICDRA 2018 in Dublin

